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CABINET ON HUMAN RIGHTS 
JANUARY 16-18, 1985 
AGENDA ITEM. 2.5 
TAB 10 -
2.5 Division of Govew za!fttal Affairs Staff Report 
BN:KGa<IJlll ATTACtlEIITS: 1. Report of the Division of Governmental 
Affairs. 
2. Article, "Agencies Reviewing Guidelines 
Against Job Discrimination," Kansas City 
Times, December 3, 1984. 
Haze1 Johnson-Brown or her designee will verbally report on the 
status of civil and human rights (domestic and foreign), provide 
advice on COl'llll.lnicating with legislators about governmental policies, 
. and update the cabinet on conmunity nursing centers legislation. 
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LAST NEWSLE'rl'ER OF THE 
AMERICAN INDIAN ALASKA NATIVE NURSES' ASSOCIA'r 
DECEMBER 1984 
CABINET ON HUMAN RIGHTS 
JANUARY 16-18, 1985 
AGENDA ITEM 3.3 
ATTACHMENT 3 
TAB flJ. 18 
LETTER FROM THE PRESIDENT As we close the doors on the 
American Indian Alaska Native Nurses' Association let us leave 
with a feeling of a job well done. I know we have achieved our 
goals---improving health care for Indian people, providing scho-
larships for Indians and developing good communications between 
Indian Nurses. The five women who attended the first organiza-
tional meeting in 1972 were Maxine Chuculate, Lorene Farris, 
Janice Kekahbah, Loretta Throop and Rosemary Wood: the three who 
incorporated the association in 1972 were Martha Primeaux, Janice 
Kekahbah, and Rosemary Wood. These women who stated the organi-
zation did so in a dignified, professional manner and we would 
like to end the same way. 
Indian organizations all over the United States are closing 
and we are finally among them. We were able to function for 
three years on volunteer help and I think that alone shows the 
dedication cf Indians throughout history. We will survive (as we 
always have) and come back stronger and certainly more knowled-
geable than before. Many people, Indian and Non-Indian, profes-
sional and non-professional have given so much of themselves to 
AIANNA. A few of them who are no longer with us are: Susie 
~ellowtail, _Crow Indian, Registered Nurse, married to a Medicine 
Man, who called all of us her daughters: Soloho, the Hopi 
Medicine Man who counseled with us and prayed for us during our 
critical and happy times: Wally Galluzzi, former President of 
Haskell Indian Junior College, who assisted us by allowing us 
to have our first two national conferences (1975 & 1976) on the 
campus of HIJC and by allowing us to assist him in developing a 
quality Associate Degree Nursing program at Haskell: Lou Cimino 
who quietly supported his wife, Angie, to return from retirement 
on two difference occasions to help the Indian people (our 
prayers and thoughts are with Angie, Lou and family during this 
difficult holiday period). 
Others who were instrumental in helping the high standard of 
success were staff people like Jess Burris, Steven Pratt, Larry 
Frank, Emily McKenzie, Judy Anderson, George Beatty, Jerry 
Spivey, Herman Riesenberg, Jolene Craddock, Fredith Blanchard, 
Teresa Holladay and many others. 
Also, the husbands who were at nearly every conference were 
Jim Primeaux, Richard Chuculate, Sam Kekahbah, Seth Irving and, 
again, Lou Cimino. Jim Primeaux provided strong constant support 
and consultation during the life of the association: Martha has 
held responsible positions on the Board of Directors during the 
entire life of the Association (Martha held the position of 
President for two terms). 
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A very special thanks to Tom Lucas, our attorney, who stood 
with us during our troubled times, even going to hearings without 
compensation. 
We cannot forget John Murphy, 
Allstate Foundation, who supported 
their professional education and who 
friend. 
Executive Director of the 
over 350 Indian people in 
we now consider a personal 
To the many speakers, presenters, students and members of 
AIANNA, a found farewell - 'till we meet again. 
Rosemary, Janice and Seth, it has been an education and a 
pleasure to work with you. 
Doksha (next time), 
Ail*A President 
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DISSOLOSIOH OF THE AMERICAN INDIAN ALASKA NATIVE NURSES ASSOCIATION 
The AIANNA letter to the membership August 27, 1984 discus-
sed the results of the one year (August '83 - August '84) "trial 
to determine if it would be possible to turn the Association 
around from a relatively large organization with government con-
tracts and grants to a small self supporting concern." As you 
recall, the results demonstrated the turn around was not 
possible. 
The results of that one year study also demonstrated that 
when left on our own we are self sufficient, self supporting, 
take care of ourselves and take care of our own. However, we 
were not left on our own in that the Department of Labor conti-
nued to command, through force of power and size, an inordinate 
amount of our limited resources in the form of time, energy, 
attention, and actual costs incurred in communications, consulta-
tion staff tiJDe, and attorney fees. Had the resources devoted 
to ;esponding to Government demands for attention been directed 
toward Association business the Association would have been able 
to survive, and we believe, the Association would have been able 
to grow and develop. This, of course, was not been the case. 
Based on the results of the one year trial period ending 
August 1984 the Association began an orderly assessment of its 
financial assets and liabilities. Decisions were made concerning 
liquidating assets and paying debts. The Association has been 
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,t pay all legitimate debts and to pay a small ~u~t o~ t~e 
consultant fees to the professional staff. The Assoc.1.at.1.on 1s in 
good standing with the IRS, the Secretary of State, Accountants, 
Aetorneys, landlords, the utility companies, etc. The 
Association's fiscal year has always ended D7cemb7r 31 and ~as 
always contracted for an end of the year financial account7ng 
audit. This year is different only in the fact that there will 
be no more business post close-out of fiscal year '84. 
It was hoped that some activities of the Association could 
be continued without incorporation and/or tax-exempt status. 
However, this is not feasible. Another time, another place 
perhaps ••. 
You have been responsive, responsible, caring and giving 
members. Membership dues have been sent in in a timely fashion, 
requests for information for the Newsletters has been forthcom-
ing, recruitment of new members has shown steady up~ard 
incline, dissemination of scholarship information has gone into 
rule and urban communities. There was an outstanding response to 
the publication NETWORK. Many, many members contacted their 
Senators and Congressional Representative, some contacted the 
White House. There were Congressional inquiries and the Depart-
ment of Labor did respond. We did learn through this process 
that the Department of Labor would have to eventually refer our 
case to the Department of Justice, this we did not know before. 
If we had the resources to continue and to present our case to 
someone outside the Department of Labor it is likely we could 
receive relief. We gave a good fight, we did every thing in our 
power to survive. We exercised our rights as citizens and saw a 
brief glimpse of democracy in action. Democracy does not guaran~ 
tee success but is does guarantee the right to try, to state our 
beliefs and ideas. This, as a group, we did and did well. We 
can and should take pride in our efforts. 
HISTORICAL OVERVIElf 
In 1970, as a young graduate student, Janice Kekahbah spent 
a summer's internship with the National Indian Youth Council. A 
portion of that time was in the headquarters office of Indian 
Health service. This experience called forth, in the mind of the 
young Indian Nurse, several questions which would prove a spr~ng 
board influencing her future and that of many other Indian 
Nurses. These, at firs~ seemingly very simple, questions were: 
"How many Indian Nurses are there?•; •aow come so few Indian 
Nurses work in Indian Health Service?•; •Where are they?•; •Who 
are they?•; •Where do they work?". The graduate student asked 
these questions to the powers-that-be in the Indian Health 
Service, American Nurses' Association, National League for 
Nursing, Bureau of Indian Affairs. None of these groups knew: 
many did no care: some asked her why she wondered, why she cared 
and what difference did it make. 
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Tnot ~ame 5u111111er or 1~70 saw yet another graduate student, 
Rosemary Wood, wondering different thoughts as she studied 
suicide among Indian youth. "How come there is such a lack of 
1nrormntion concerning health problems or AmQriaan Indiang in thA 
literature?•; •why is it that those providing health care to 
American Indians know so little about Indian people?"; "What is 
it about tne proviaers that prompt them to hahav9 in a w1y 
preceived by the consumers as uncaring?"; "How come INDIAN 
HEALTH resources are under the control of and primarily benefit 
tno~e otner tnan 1naians1" 
At the end of the summer of '70 these two ~raduate students 
ftM~~~-U~H At th~ ~allup ~eremonlai !n New Mexico. The questions 
of both were asked and began to develop into a paradigm of 
concern, Qn their ,etu.n irip ;Q ine1. ,e~pectlve graauate 
programs, New York University and Rutger's the State University 
of New Jersey, Janice Kekahbah reentered the Parklawn Building 
;ng in~,QGu~ea nooa to tno Director or Inaian Health service and 
his immediate staff. The Indian Nurses and the bureaucrates asked 
each other questions, gave one-and-other suggestions, issued 
~nQ11en~e~, one Qt the many outcome3 wa~ a 1~71 contract between 
Wood and Kekahbah and the Indian Health Service to study 
Relationship Patterns Between the Deliverers of Health 
Services and the Consumers of Health Care Services within 
American Indian Community". 
"The 
Care 
the 
The contract afforded nothing in the way-of salary. The two 
researchers spent many nights in sleeping bags in the mountains 
of Sante Fe, Taos, and Albuquerque: beans and chile were 
staples: two reserach assistants were paid with experience and 
Colorado Kool-Aide: a Ph.D. research consultant, Dr. Shirly 
Smoyak, was paid with "trade beads" and in-kind consultant work. 
However, the study did afford Wood and Kekahbah an opportunity to 
pursue their original questions concerning Indian Nurses and 
Indian Health Care: to gather information and experience in a 
variety of Indian communities. Before 1971 was over the two had 
an idea of how to address their questions. 
Kekahbah and Wood sent the first INDIAN NURSE NEWSLETTER to 
every Indian Nurse either had ever known or had heard about. 
The NEWSLETTER was sent to Tribes, Tribal newspapers, Indian 
organizations, professional organizations. Responses came from 
Indian Nurses all over the country. Indian Nurses had identified 
themselves as a group, a community, a sisterhood and were 
expressing a desire to associate one with the other. This took 
no Government grants or contracts no large private donations. It 
did take the kind cooperation of the American Indian community to 
address envelopes, type and copy, to receive the word and pass it 
on: to say •Good idea, keep going." 
At the beginning of 1972 the second INDIAN NURSE NEWSLETTER 
went back to those responding to the first calling for an 
organizational meeting at the ANA Conference, held that year in 
Detroit, Michigan. Again the Nurses responded. Some said they 
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CQ~la not make the trip but encouraged thoga who could: a law 
said they would try.to ~ake it an~ a f 7w said definitely they 
wou~d make the organ1zat1onal meeting. Five Indian Nurses arrived 
Maxine cnuculate from Oklahoma, Loton~ PArris lrom ,lorida, 
Loretta Throop7 from Alaska, Janice Kekahbah and Rosemary Wood in 
from New Mexico. They adopted the Constitution and ByLaws 
writte~ earlier in AlbuguarauA by Wood, Kakahbah And ~rma. Marbut. 
The _five meet with the Executive Staff and President of the 
Ame~1can Nurses' Association. In 1972 the fact of Americar,; 
t:.he In~1an existence in fflOdQrn lmAti~! WA9 ~ot wall publiei2ed: 
existence of American Indian Nurses was not unknown but was not 
thoug~t ,about much: the concert of an 1\me,~~Qfl •OQiQO ttU[ijC~' 
!~~~~iAh1on_ was branJ new. The leadership of ANA greeted the 
.epresentatives of the newly formed AINA professionally and cour-
teQU~ly, Tney we.; ~~1tiCdl in the purest most hQIDful m~~ninff oE 
the w?r~. They were NOT paternalistic nor nor were they 
patronizing. They were, in fact, what we as professional nurses 
WQU4~ e~pect nurse leaders to bQ. In )ijJ2 Dr~~rdQn~ oi the 
American Nurses' Association was Rosamond c. Gabrielson the 
Executive Director was Eileen Jacobi. Among others repres;nting 
~Nh «t the ~eet;ng was Jim_HUd~on and Maraar~t Carroll. Margaret 
Carroll maintained an active interest in the AIANA and attended 
several AIANNA conferences. 
In 1972 Wood, Kekahbah and Martha Primeaux incorporated the 
association in Oklahoma as the American Indian Nurses 
Association. Official meetings of the association were held each 
mont~ during the remainder of that year. The usual attendance 
consisted of four or five members (Wood, Kekahbah, Primeaux, 
Chuculate and Jim Kastel). Also in 1972, AINA received a small 
grant from t~e Association of American Indian Affairs. The 
endowment provided the funds necessary to establish and maintain 
a national communication network for Indian/Native Nurses. 
In October of 1973 the ALLSTATE FOUNDATION sponsored a 
s~minar in No7thbrook, Ill •to bring together experts in the 
filed of nursing to discuss ways of retaining disadvantaged 
student candidates for nursing careers." As president of AIANA 
Ro7emary Wood was in~ited. This seminar provided, among othe; 
things, an oportunity for the Foundation and the Association to 
become"more_familia7 with mutual goals and aspirations. In 1974 
AIANA received a little help from our friends". Unknown to one 
and oth7r, but ~nowing that The Allstate Foundation was looking 
for _Indian Nursing Students for scholarships and that The 
American_Indian N~rses' Association was looking for scholarships 
for Indian Nursing Students, Dr. Shirley Smoyak and Dr 
Eli~abeth Carnegie separately arranged for Rosemary Wood and 
Janice Kekahbah (AIANA) to meet with John Murphy and Jack Nelson 
of The Allstate Foundation. In July 1974 AINA submitted to The 
Allstate Foundation a proposal to initiate AINA/ALLSTATE 
SCHOLARSHIPS FOR AMERICAN INDIAN NURSING STUDENTS. In November 
of 1974 The Allstate Foundation sent a draft in the amount o£ 
$25,000.00 to the Indian Nurses' Association for the nursing 
scholarship program. Thus began the most successful consistent 
long lasting scholarship program for American Indian Nursin~ 
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Students to have been initiated up to this point in time. 
Also in 1974, AIANA negotiated a contract with the Indian 
Health Service for the purpose of recruiting nurses into the IHS. 
Rosemary Wood was the Executiv~ Director, Janice Kekahbah was the 
President and Martha Primeaux was the President-Elect. In 1975 
AINA negotiated a second contract with the Indian Health Service: 
Rosemary Wood was Executive Director, Janice Kekahbah was the 
Associate Director and Martha Primeaux was the President. It was 
also in 1975 that AINA negotiated a contract with the U.S. Department of Labor. 
In 1975 the Department of Labor was providing CE'lA. grants to 
American Indian Tribes and organizations for the purpose of 
training individuals to become employable. Although the guide-
lines and regulations did not prohibit funding ADN fducation the 
agency and grant recipients were unfamiliar with ADN education 
and, therefore, were not utilizing the funds for Nursing educa-
tion. AINA entered into negotiations with DOL to provide, under 
contract, education to the agency and their grantees and thus 
assist them in their mission to train Indian people in employable 
fields. (The program was a success but the teacher died.) 
In 1976 the American Indian Nurses' Association had con-
tracts with the Indian Health Service, the Department of Labor 
and the Health Resources Administration. The contract with the 
Health Resources Administration was to determine the feasibility 
of developing a national nursing education program at Haskell 
Indian Junior College. The study produced hard data demonstrat-
ing that there was a need within the Indian community for the 
progrc.m; there was a large pool of qualified willing potential 
students: there was a ready market for the skills to be taught; 
and Haskell Indian Junior College had the resources and desire to initiate the program. 
Janice Kekahbah assumed the position of Executive Director 
of the American Indian Nurses Association in 1977 when Wood left 
the association to assumed the position of Chief, Nursing Branch 
Indian Health Service. Ms. Kekahbah has remained the Executive 
Director throughout the life of the Association. Between 1977 
and 1981 Kekahbah managed over a million dollars in contracts, 
purchase orders and grants representing a tremendously variety of 
programs each of which were involved and complex. Throughout 
these years Kekahbah recruited, developed and supervised a large 
cadre of staff, employees and consultants for the Indian Nurses 
Association. The fruits of Kekahbah's abilities to lead, inspire 
but not overdirect staff was her gift to the membership at such 
times as national conferences, meetings of the Board of 
Directors, and Scholarship Reviews. Kekahbah and her staff 
showed consistency in their courtesy toward and caring for the 
members, Board of Directors and students. 
There is no way a complete history of this five year period 
can be contained in a newsletter. However, a few of the activi-
ties of this time are a quarterly newsletter, annual national 
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rot,cy .. 1 meetings of the Board of Directors, the conferences, biannua . Indian Nurse Registry, 
AIANNA/ALLSTATE Scholarship Progra~, F"les Communications and 
School of Nursing Sur~eys~ Mef'~:~~1 tycte of the American Indian 
Liaison Center: _Public:;io~ 0 I~dian Aging, counselors Handbook 
Family, Alternative o~ erican ase orders and grants 
etc Among the maJor contracts,. purch "th the Indian • h d . this time were ten wi managed by_ Kekahba .h urt1nh9e Department 'of Labor, two with Haskell Health Service, two wit 
Indian Junior College. 
ft 1981 Although IHS has There were no more ~0 ~!ractsdano~:Nursi~g groups fo~ Indian 
lent contracts to non- n_ian anld not? could not? did not 
Nursing concerns the S7rv1ce wou Kekahbah went off salary in 
contract with the Indian ~urses •. •a ted what she had to of 
'81• helped her staff terminate; liq~i a ld paid Association 
AIANNA assets; saved and . storf ;~~!rsw~r~~u ~he gathered around 
debts; complet7d moun(~a7ns o's husband Primeaux's brother, 
her Martha Primeaux rimeaux W~od Jerry Spivey, Bob 
Primeaux;s husband's brot ber~, Ro~~1~~eida Irvina. They rented 
Smith, Larry Fr~n~, Seth ~rv1~g1f~es and trailers: They moved 
and borrowed picKup true' 0 t ewriters papers, business 
pape~s, furniture, bo~k:,hbp~p!!d f~lends mov;d the remnents of 
machines and papers. afla of Peters and Main in Norman, 
AIANNA from the fourt oor here in a storage bin, 
Oklahoma to the U-Hall Stora~e Co. _and t , h nd friends 
Kekahbah conducted Associ~tion ~u:f~~!~da I!!~:~tath:n borrowed 
(Rosemary Wood, Seth Irving an Irvin home 2108 Maple Lane 
and rented and moved A~ANN~ to t::tra bearoom Kekahbah conducted 
Lawrence, KS. and there, in an was Rosemary Wood, Seth Irving 
Associati?n busine~s- Berks~~!: and "staff" then borrowed and 
and Elfrieda Irving. Ke a u office at 7th and New 
rented and moved AIANNA to the w~lk~h~re Kekahbah conducted Hampshire in Lawrence, Kansas an , 
Association business. 
. k Th Scholarship Programs AIANNA began making a come-bac ~de fr~m a conference, books 
began payinli ove:head~ c:r::xa;a:a: developed and sold, member-
began to se again, f mbers also increased, 
ship dues increased and the number o meReli ion to assist them 
Kekahbah contracted with Kansas1fcho~ln;fthe D~partment of Labor 
with their conference. ~ut a a ° Frightening, threaten-was demanding time, attention, resources.EMBER 1984 
ing, demanding. THIS BRINGS US TO DEC • 
REPLEC'l'IORS 
Rosemary Wood 
Past years the Association related with During these organizations, colleges _and other professional nursing - . legislators, American 
universities, health delivery_ age~~~!' qroups, Alaska Nativ~ 
Indian Tribes, American I nd1a~ other health careers. The 
Corporations, students of nursing and for consumers and for Association has served as advocates 
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deliverers of health care serves: the Association has served as 
counselor, mother confessor, change agent. 
. Reflecting back, it seems that many things have changed 
duri~g these past ten to fourteen years. Society has changed, 
Nursing has changed and the American Indian Community has chang-
ed. The Associa~ion and each of us have been part and parcel of 
tha~ change. Like a catalyst, we entered into the American 
society, the Ameri7a~ Indian society, and the society of American Nurses to help facilitate a change: but, unlike a catalyst we 
ourselv7s were 7hanged in the process. How have we, the society of American Ind7an Nu7se7,. changed? We have changed in that we are no ~on~er s 7ngle individuals, atypical intities in a larger 
group within which we continually fall away from the norm, in one 
way or the other. We, as American Indian Nurses have come 
together many times, in many varied ways throughou~ the years 
now. We are familar with-one-and-other: we know each other's 
names, faces, families, Tribes. We are a group, a reference 
group, a group of colleages, an association of like people The 
Association (with a big "A") facilitated the development of· this 
gro~p. C?nf7rences and Newsletter provided vehicles for communi-
catin~ ~ithin _the group. However, the falling away of the 
Association (wit~ a_big n~") is not synonymous with the falling 
away of the association_(w~th a little "a"). Forces beyond our 
co~trol caused the falling away of the Association, the Incorpor-
a~ion. No one can cause the falling away of our association one-
with-the:ot~er _unless we cooperate with them to do so. Freedom 
of ass?ciation is, after all, guaranteed by the Constitution of 
the United States. Lets choose to exercise that right. 
How else have we changed? In the earlier years, "THEY" were 
all non:Indians and "WE" were all Indians. Now some of "THEM" 
are Incians and some of "US" are non-Indians. In the earlier 
years _we wanted_an Indian in this position or that position of 
authority. And lik7 what happens sometimes, we got exactly what we asked for a~d! it was not what we needed. The appointment of 
pers~ns to po7itions of power and influence who are biologically 
Americ~n Indian has not, in many cases, proven at all helpful: 
and, in some cases, has called forth feelings which are less 
hope;u1. Man¥ Indian Nurses were elated at the appointment of an 
Ame7ican Indian to the position of President of Haskell Indian 
Junio7 College only to have this appointment result in the des-
truction of_one of our most precious achievments---the Associate 
Degree Nursing Progr~m. Similarly, many Indian Nurses were very 
plea~ed at the ~ppointment of an American Indian to the position 
?f Directo7, Indian He~lt~ Service. The first year an Indian sat 
i~ t~e ~irectors Chair in the Parklawn Building was the first 
time in eig~t years I~S failed to contract with AIANNA. A paral-
lel _to t~is phenomina can be seen in the following words of 
Glo7i~ Steinem (Octob7r 1984 MS Magazine) in discussing women in P?sitions of au~hority. "It also goes beyond the question of 
biol?gy and seeing a woman per se." writes Steinem. She 
continues: 
8 
"There is no evidence, for instance, that Prime Minister 
Margaret Thatcher, who came to power mostly as a representative 
of party and class interests, has a special or deeper appeal for 
women voters. Indeed, she is actively opposed by feminist groups 
in England. Though the sight of Thatcher as a female human being 
in national authority may help weaken the sexual caste system in 
the long run ••• the disillusionment of having someone who looks 
like us and behaves like them brings a dangerous loss of energy 
and mutual trust in the short run. Women lose the strength of 
their own constitiuency. The Thatchers of the world survive only 
as tokens and exceptions, not the first of a chain or beginning 
of a transformation. Whether or not she inspires enough children 
to question the inevitability of men in public authority, thus 
making a long-term gain, no one believes that Thatcher is 
currently transforming politics by bri~ging women and women's 
cultural values into the electoral system.• (MS Magazine October 
1984, used by permission) 
As there are many men who are feminists and womer. who promote 
patriachy there are, I suppose, American Indians who promote the 
status quo of society and government in Indian affairs. Although 
this is not pleasant to discuss, or even to think about, it 
might prove helpful to know. It is also helpful and hopeful to 
realize that many non-Indians promote Indian Self Determination 
and wish to relate with American Indians as friends and 
colleagues. Twenty five per cent of AIANNA's 1984 membership was 
made up of non-Indian Nurses many of whom had paid dues since 
1973 and many of whom had attended nearly every conference. How 
we know, sisterhood is not so much a function of biology, or even 
culture, but of the mind and spirit. 
I think this about our present situation, we had an even 
chance to "make it on our own" ie. for the American Indian Alaska 
Native Nurses' Association, Inc. to be fully supported and 
financed by the Association. The scales of that •even chance• 
were tilted by---you guessed it, once again, an agency of the 
Federal Government. It is amazing how an entity so big can so 
viciously and relentlessly attack an entity so small. Sometimes 
I wonder, in their great lumbering size, how they can even see 
us. How can a dinosaur see a butterfly let alone chase it down 
and squish it? How can it? Maybe the better question is, •Why 
would it?" Surely Dinosauria fears not that the butterfly will 
eat all the vegetation and starve Dinosauria and his family. I 
think it is the reminder of freedom, or the lack of, or its shear 
existence that so frightens Dinosauria. So, there goes 
Dinosauria, afraid to compete evenly with a butterfly. 
I will say this, AIANNA the incorporation is the corporai 
being of AIANNA. AIANNA, the association of Indian, Native and 
Non-Indian Nurses, is the spiritual being of AIANNA. People in 
high places have never understood that the destruction of the 
corporal nature of a being often results in freeing that being's 
spiritual nature even further. 
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A FEW REMARKS AND REMEMBERANCES 
Pll of the people I know have changed in the last twelve 
years. The Association's activities and its very existance has 
changed many people. •rt• is responsible for the betterment of 
many peoples view c.•f themselves therefore allowing them · to 
further their education, look for a more rewarding job, create a 
more enriching environment for family and community. •rt" has 
helped many of us on a very personal level such as demanding that 
one learn to use parts of oneself that possibly would r.ever have 
been developed and used; how to speak in public; how to formulate 
ideas and concepts in a way to make them preEentable and sensible 
to the public; how to trust ones own feelings enough to validate 
them with others without any fear; to know that ones colleagues 
and friends have the same concerns, fears and bizarre thoughts. 
A personal example of change---remember the stark fear of 
many of us when we first had to speak in public at one of the 
conferences. Wasn't it terrible? Makes me nervous to ·think 
about it. Then ten years later, for some of us, the moderator 
had to threaten with the "ole" Coo Stick to get us to stop 
talking and sit down. Anything but stoic, huh? At the first AINA 
Conference at Haskell I vaguely remember presenting a paper on 
research in the Indian community and opening my mouth at one 
point in the presentation and nothing came out. Martha P. was 
the President and moderator. She turned and looked like "Oh my 
God! She is catatonic•. Thank goodness I was able to let go of 
the podium and Martha took over. I will miss sitting around 
•telling stories" and sharing memories with everyone. However, I 
do believe that We'll meet up again sometime •• to work and to 
laugh. 
The AIANNA has had a group of gifted women for Presidents. 
Rosemary Wood, Martha Primeaux, Maxine Chuculate, Lorene Farris 
and Elfrieda Irving. I learned from them all and appreciate each 
ones courage and commitment. 
Someone who deserves special mention is Seth Irving who for 
the last three years has paid all the bills, worried with the 
bank statements, communicated with those who owed AIANNA money 
and those to whom AIANNA owed money. He has moved at least two 
tons of paper to and from one storage place to another. Thanks 
Seth. 
Well, I could go on and on. See you 
JANICE KEKAHBAH 
P. 0., Box 11 3 · 
Lecompton, KS 66050 
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Cathryne A. Welch, Ed.D., RN 
Executive Director 
Constltullnt ol The American 
Nurses A&soclatkm 
NEW YORK STATE NURSES ASSOCIATION 
2113 Westem Awenue, GuJldertand, N.Y. 12084, (518) "56-5371 
October 30, 1984 
Judith A. Ryan, Ph.D., R.N. 
Executive Director 
American Nurses' Association 
2420 Pershing Road 
Kansas City, MO 64108 
Constance Holleran, M.S.N., R.N. 
Executive Director 
International Council of Nurses 
3, rue Ancien-Port 
CH-1201 Geneva 
SWITZERLAND 
Dear Dr. Ryan and Ms. Holleran: 
RECEIVED/t 
NOV S1981P.f.!l 
EXECUTIVE UNIT v. ,,,~ r 
F.nclosed is a copy of the Resolution re the Need for Fair and Humane ~eatmen.t 
of Nurses Recruited from Other Coun.tries to Work in Hew York State approved 
by the 1984 NYSNA Voting Body on October 18, 1984. 
This resolution vas presented to the Voting Body by registered nurses employed 
by the City of New York, Health and Hospitals Corporation, who have been 
deeply concerned about, and involved in assisting to resolve, the difficulties 
and problems encountered by nurses fr0111 other lands upon employment in Nev 
York City. During discussion of the resolution questions were raised regarding 
whether NYSNA should cOllllllUllicate directly wich nurses associacions in other 
countries or wb.ether·HYSNA should request ANA to communicate NYSNA's concerns 
to JCN. It was the consensus that nurses from other countries seeking employ-
ment in New York State confront specific local issues and problems that neither 
ANA nor ICN can be reasonably expected to know about. a>n1.tor and systematically 
influence. It was also the consensus that NYSNA should keep ANA and ICN 
apprised of its efforts to implement this resolution and that ANA and ICR may 
vi.sh or need to become involved in our communi.cations vith other nurses associa- . 
tions. NYSNA anticipates that our Comad.ttee on Ruaau lights vill have 
substantial oversight of implementation of this resolution and we expect the 
ANA cabinet on Buman Rights vill have some interest in it. 
=rt, 
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Judith A. Ryu. Ph.D •• 1.N. 
Cout.ance Holleran, M.S.lt., &.?f. 
October 30. 1984 
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Ve are now collecting data essential. to fu11 mderstanding of the problems 
cited 1n che resolution. Upon completion of this assessment we will develop 
a plan for the commu:nication called for in the resolution. That plan will 
be shared with both ANA aod ICR. 
We vill appreciate any c~nt or advice you visb to offer regarding implemen~ 
tadon of the resolution. Ve will continue to keep you apprised of our 
activities in relat1.ou to this. 
Thanlc you. 
Cordially. 
Martha L_, Orr 
Executive Director-Designate 
C!. 11 • ;,., Q k-e. 
Cathryne A. Welch 
Executive Director 
MLO:CAW:wmb 
Enclosure 
cc: Cecilia F. Mulvey, President 
Ellen M. Burns. President-elect 
Kathleen Sward. Chairman, Committee on Buman Rights 
.Jane Fielding, Deputy Director, Program 
DE tlEV TOH STATE aulSU ASSOCIATIOII 
l!SOL1J'l'IOII U DI llEED JOI. l'AII. AJID BIJNR flE4'DIDT a, 1IUISES 
I.Ecaut'DD FICH O'!BD COIJll'DDS TO WOU D 111V 10B S'Uft 
AppztONd by 1:1"' 1984 ns6A Vot:lng Boa1J 
111IEBEAS~ the ~icle• of Incorporatioa that: c:wo purpo••• of the Aasociation 
are r:o proaote .aad protect t:be health and welfare of nurses and 
c:o promote cordial relations ad cooperatim aaona Wev York State 
uur••• ad beneeu auch wries aud uurte1 (individually or in 
aaaociatioa with one aother) throughout the world; 
'IIIJEREAS, the infringement on any nurse'• mm.au or professional rights coaprOlliaes 
the integrity of all nurses• rights; 
'fllIEREAS, nurses from other com:,.tries are not receiving the benefit of waking 
informed decisions about emplo,-mt ccmditious in Bev York State; 
111IEREAS, the full implications of Viaa status are not being aade bovn 
in the recruitment of nurses; 
flIIEREAS, the time and expense involved in the recruitment, training and 
the living anangements for nurses fr011 other countries are costly; 
'lllIEREAS, there is a growing need for collaboration vi.th other nursing organizations 
representing nurses also represented by RYSllA: 'nlerefore be it 
RESOLVED, that t:bis Voting ~ody recommeud to the RYSRA Board of Director• 
that dialogue be initiated with professional nursing organizations 
in countries where nurses are being recruited in large Amabers 
to work in New York State for the purpose of resolving these problems, 
and be it further 
RESOLVED, that the results of this dialogue be reported to the 198S Voting 
Body. 
VB/1111 
10/30/84 
A FEW REMARKS AND REMEMBERANCES 
Pll of the people I know have changed in the last twelve 
years. The Association's activities and its very existance has 
changed many people. "It" is responsible for the betterment of 
many peoples view t•f themselves therefore allowing them · to 
further their education, look for a more rewarding job, create a 
more enriching environment for family and community. "It" has 
helped many of us on a very personal level such as demanding that 
one learn to use parts of oneself that possibly would r.ever have 
been developed and used; how to speak in public; how to formulate 
ideas and concepts in a way to make them pre~entable and sensible 
to the public; how to trust ones own feelings enough to validate 
them with others without any fear; to know that ones colleagues 
and friends have the same concerns, fears and bizarre thoughts. 
A personal example of change---remember the stark fear of 
many of us when we first had to speak in public at one of the 
conferences. Wasn't it terrible? Makes me nervous to· think 
about it. Then ten years later, for some of us, the moderator 
had to threaten with the "ole" Coo Stick to get us to stop 
talking and sit down. Anything but stoic, huh? At the first AINA 
Conference at Haskell I vaguely remember presenting a paper on 
research in the Indian community and opening my mouth at one 
point in the presentation and nothing came out. Martha P. was 
the President and moderator. She turned and looked like "Oh my 
God! She is catatonic". Thank goodness I was able to let go of 
the podium and Martha took over. I will miss sitting around 
•telling stories• and sharing memories with everyone. However, I 
do believe that He'll meet up again sometime .• to work and to 
laugh. 
The AIANNA has bad a group of gifted women for Presidents. 
Rosemary Wood, Martha Primeaux, Maxine Chuculate, Lorene Farris 
and Elfrieda Irving. I learned from them all and appreciate each 
ones courage and commitment. 
Someone who deserves special mention is Seth Irving who for 
the last three years has paid all the bills, worried with the 
bank statements, communicated with those who owed AIANNA money 
and those to whom AIANNA owed money. He has moved at least two 
tons of paper to and from one storage place to another. Thanks 
Seth. 
Well, I could go on and on. See you. 
JANICE KEKABBAB 
P. O. Box 113 · 
Lecompton, KS 66050 
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Cathryne A. Welch, Ed.D., RN 
Executlft Director 
Constituent of The AIMrk:an 
Nunes .luodetfon 
NEW YORK STATE NURSES ASSOCIATION 
2113 Westem Avenue, Guilderland, N.Y. 12084, (518) 456-5371 
October 30, 1984 
Judith A. Ryan, Ph.D., R.H. 
Executive Director 
American Nurses' Association 
2420 Pershing Road 
Kansas City, MO 64108 
Constance Holleran, M.S.N., R.N. 
Executive Director 
International Council of Nurses 
3, rue Ancien-Port 
CH-1201 Geneva 
SWITZERLAND 
Dear Dr. Ryan and Ms. Holleran: 
RECENED;?t 
HOV 51981~ 
EXECUTIVE UNIT v. "~ r 
Enclosed is a copy of the Resolution re the Need for Fair and Humane 'treatment: 
of Nurses Recruited from Other Councries to Work in Hew York State approved 
by the 1984 NYSNA Voting Body on October 18, 1984. 
This resolution vas presented to the Voting Body by registered nurses employed 
by the City of Nev Yor~ Health and Hospitals Corporation, vho have been 
deeply concerned about, and involved in assist:ing t:o resolve, the clifficult:ies 
and problems encountered by nurses from other lands upon employment in Nell 
York City. During discussion of the resolution questions were raised regarding 
whether NYSNA should commuuicate directly with nurses associations in other 
countries or whether ·NYSNA should request ANA to comanmicate NYSNA! s concerns 
t:o lCN. It was the consensus that nurses from other countries seeking employ-
ment in New York State confront specific local issues and problems that neither 
ANA nor ICN can be reasonably expect:ed to know about, 110ni.tor and systemacically 
influence. It was also the consensus that RYSNA should keep AHA and ra 
apprised of its efforts to imple.nt this resolution and that ANA and ICN may 
wish or need to bec011e involved in our cOIIIIIUllications with other nurses associa-. 
tions. NYSNA anticipates that our Coaaittee on Human Bights vil1 have 
substantial oversight of implementation of this resolution and we espect the 
ANA cabin.et on Human lights will have some :interest in it. 
Judith A. Ryan. Ph.D.• I..B. 
Constance Holleran. M.S.H. • B..11. 
October 309 1984 
Page Tvo 
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We are nov collecting data essential to full l!llderstanding of the problems 
cited in the resolution. Upon completion of this assessment we will develop 
a plan for the communication called for in the resolution. That plan will 
be shared with both ANA and ICN. 
We will appreciate any comment or advice you wish to offer regarding implemen~ 
tation of the resolution. We will continue to keep you apprised of our 
activities in relatiou to this. 
Thank you. 
Cordially. 
Martha L. Orr 
Executive Director-Designate 
Q.ai,;....- a k-e. 
Cathryne A. Welch 
Executive Director 
MLO:CAW:wmb 
Enclosure 
cc: Cecilia F. Mulvey. President 
Ellen M. Burns. President-elect 
Kathleen Sward. Chairman. Committee on Human Rights 
Jane Fielding. Deputy Director• Program 
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r~J1cl{ TD 11EV YOH STATE llUaSES ASSOCIATIOB 
DSOLUTIOil D TD 1IED ¥OR PAD A1ID llJK&R DEATKPT OP 1IDUES 
DCUITD FIQH O'DIEI. comr.ruu m iOB D IIEV YOH STAff 
Appl'OtNld by tlw 1984 ffnA Vo-ting Body 
'fllIERBAS, the Article• of IncorporatiOll atate that tvo purpoaea of the Aaaoci&tion 
are to praaote aud protect the health and welfare of marua and 
to promote cordial relationa and cooperation aaoag 1lev York State 
maraes and between such marses aud nurses (indiYidually or in 
association with one another) throughout the world; 
f/1/EREAS, the infringement on any nurse'• human or professional rights coapromi••• 
the integrity of all nurses' rights; 
f/1/EREAS, nurses from other countries are not receiYing the benefit of making 
informed decisions about employment conditions in Bev York State; 
the full implications of visa status are not being aade lmown. 
in the recruitment of nurses; 
JIHEREAS, the time and expense involved in the recruitment, training and 
the living arrangements for nurses from other countries are costly; 
'111IEREAS, there is a growing need for collaboration with other nursing organizations 
representing nurses also represented by RYS&\: 'l'herefore be it 
RESOLVED, that this Voting Jody recoaaend to the BYSNA Board of Director• 
that dialogue be initiated with professional nursing organizations 
in countries where nurses are being recruited in large numbers 
to work in Hew York State for the purpose of resolving these problems, 
and be it further 
RESOLVED, that the results of this dialogue be reported to the 198S Voting 
Body. 
VB/la 
10/30/84 
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MERIQH RmSl!S' 
cabinet m HIJlan Rights 
An Analysis cf Rursirg: A Social Pglicy St.atanent 
l.RliOiX?tlat 
'l'be Cabinet m Hmaan Ri4ats appointed a task force in SeptelltJer 1982 to t.nler-
talce an analysis« Rursirg: A Social Policy Statement. This actial was 
undertaken after several sttuctural. units, i.ncliilliij the CaW.net on HllDail 
Bights, ezpressed ccn:,em about the and oc:m:ent (% the ox:lJDeflt:. 
Therefore~ the i;rilllary objective cf this analysis was to espJore and examine 
time issues within the social policy statement 1micb inptCt m am have 
particular significame for ethnic minxity am culturally diverse iracti-
1:imers. An ariliticml objectiw cf \:be t.ask force was to further analyze 
Rarsin;J: A Social Statement for its potential iDp1ct upon the 
entire rmsing i;iofessiai. 
This t.ask force l«lUld like to app1 aid the work « the Task Poree m the Nature 
and Soope of Huesing Practice and Characteristics of Specialization in Nursing 
wbi.cb developed Hursirg: A Social Policy Statement and to 
recognize the ezpertise ex thcSe cxmnittee Dl!lt>ers. We also lmd their 
<Xntri.bltions of time am talent in this endeavor to be invalaable to nurses 
and the entire mrsing OCJIIIUU.ty. We believe that this c:JcclllP"t is the first 
step in definin3 the scope ex mrsir¥J i;ractice, and gaininlJ oonsensus 
practiticmers about •llbat mrsing is.• The task force also believes that the 
fea3back which the TfflSNPQ;N will receive about this wot'king cmnel'\t will 
be invaluable llben a revisiai is mdertaken. Within the paraueters af this 
weld.DJ doc,JDent: the 'l'ask Poree to Renew the Social Policy Statement began 
its charge with a an::em for the inplct af this~ IJlXXl all nurses as 
un;,emost: c11DJJ its cxmsiderations. 
sx:rAL <Xlf.lUl' (R RJPSDa.; 
"l'his task force believes that the cxmt:ent within thie: doct:ment, Nursirg: A 
Social Policy St:ataDent, is not generally representative of the content of. a 
traditirml social policy statanent, mt is rather a paper m the scope of 
nursing r;ractice cm slDJld be titled as soch. If it is intemed that 
this cb::mlent serve &9 a social pllicy stat811ent, the task force believes it 
sooul.d be writt.en in the 4JPi.qx:late language, ana with the goals Dllre 
ccngruent with those « other scclal policy statements. The Republican and 
Dellocr~tic platform can be reviele:I • exspJes of. social policy stat:ements 
in the generic sense • 
=)¼7 
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'J:be task force believes that the t,resent title C£ the ~flt is mislead-i!lg ....... 
ani may psibly be viewed by sane mrses as a title •c:c:m:ri'Ved" in an effoEt 
to make the pmlicatim mxe puatable to the mrsing irofessicn. It can be 
assrJDPd that a doctlnent entitled, Rilrsi.nq: A Social Pglicy Sta:temeut, would 
protabl.y attract less interest for 7:iieiiajority of mrses than a rb:lmint 
entitled, •the m,pe of mrsing ~actice. 11 
'lbe task force ra-.-1111e-ds that a:msideratim be given to titling this 
dooJDent:, •the socpe of rursing ~actice, • or sane other more descriptive 
title. Within the framewcrk of the scope of mrsing iractice, it is 
appropdate to address the social ccntext in which nursing i;ractice takes 
place, and rursin:J'S responsibility for effecting socrlal policy. We think 
that the ~eliminacy statment in this sectim sba11d be lxoadened to clarify 
and dress the .cesponsibilities of rmses to effect those social pllicy 
changes. This expansim FJnJ1d inclme, describe and expound in greater 
detail the relatimship of nursing to cliffeEent m:xJalities of health care 
delivery, imlu:li.DJ health maintenance, disease ptevention, and i;rCJIIOtion 
of wellness. This section i;corides an exceJJe!*- opportunity in which to 
cx,cnrent the af mrsir¥J to the American plblic am to the health 
and well beiDJ of camnrl.ties tbrougbout the world. 
'!'here is a need to address mze specifically in this secti3& the health needs 
of t:1ae iqu]atiam other than middle-class America, who mre C£ten seek care 
for very acute health care t,rd>'.lems. Salle of these graip; inclme the elderly, 
handicapped, the p:,or, high-risk p:,p1J atia,s, medicaJ Jy indigent, ~, 
and wanen am cbUm:en.. 
'l'be •clirectims in health car.e• which are described cm page 3 seElll to place 
mreascnable expectatims m the patient. Large segnents af society are not 
as resp011aible regarding their health as this sectial in the cb:ment inpUes. 
'l.'be task force believes that this cb:ulent: should out the p!rticular 
health needs of t1¥JSe •mimdt:y" grcq;s; mrsinj's social responsibility in 
meeting those needs; and to specn) ate on ball nursing and these clients can 
effect p:,sitive changes in health policy. This task force re, :nds that a 
sixth statement be added to directiam in health care to address the above, 
and include a 16. This C0IJld be stated as, •~ af new 1aotle631! and 
tecmoiogy about special health care needs« minorities,• (i.e. pocc, rural, 
elderly, etc.) We also telieve a statement is needed to aaaress •ac:x:ess" to 
prewnti.99 care for tbe poor, elderly am cbildr"!l regarding the resources which 
are, amt will be available to them as society be<.ales more ~eventian oriented. 
'J.'be task force .reoc eweuds tnat tbe last sentence m page 8 be charged to 
read: '?bis legal authority to tractice stems fraa the scclal caitract bebleen 
scciety and tbe pcofessicm; legislaticm derives frm the sarlal cmua:t. 
It ll0U1.c1 also be 4P=qx:iate to inclllde, en tbe same page, a stateEnt llbicb 
a.taceres the need tD inc1m1e oontent i:elated to cultmal diversity in the 
mrsinJ curricula to help emure luRanistic mrsing care. An cd3:iticmal 
stabWnt sbJuld be atied reflecting the a:xxuit:ability CXl the part af t.eacbiD;/ 
leaming institutions fer asamh,g culturally relewmt experieirm. 
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task force is CDJCemed about the paucity of infoDBtion and recognitioo 
of the mrse generalist in tbba cn::,nent. While the task foroe understands 
the charge. tx> the~, •tx, include a description of the characteristics 
of specializaticn in mrs~,• it seems tx> us that this does not preclude 
f!llbtJ l islrlng in a nme equitable manner, the role of the nurse generalist. 
Sime this is the largest graJp of nurse pr:actitioners m.1 it delivers JOOSt of 
the mrsfDJ care to tbe people of this cnmtry, it would be DDSt app:qriate to 
address in scme depth the mrse generalist. 
We believe a separate section sbou1 d be developed to focus on this group of 
nurses, a groop wlx> constitute tba najority of the pr:acticinJ nurses, am the 
majority of the ment>erJ:Jbip of the American Nurses' Association. This docment, 
by not sufficiently dfscussir13 nurse generalists, minimizes their inp:>rtarx::e in 
deli~ af nursin} care today and in the future. If~ fails to recognize the 
significance d the mrse generalist, a role so basic to the nursing l:%afession, 
and to explicate this significame to all nurses, in the health oarmmity am 
the pi,lic, the \10tth r:I. all mrsi1r:1 will never be fully app:-eciated t7J the 
health ~ty am the general public. 
We further believe an expm1ed sectim m the nurse generalist will prOYide 
greater linkage to the section ai specialization, and will help to clarify the 
role of the mrse specialist in meeting society's needs for health care ta:lay 
and in the future. 
This task force believes that the idea of certification erolved to recognize 
generalists for their skills in mrsing practice1 however, specialization·in 
this cronent seems to iJ!llly that the a:th of certification for generalists 
is negated or mt reCQgnized. ft>re elaboration aram this issue shoold te 
udmed to clarify the issue. 
SPH:IALIZATI<li DI 
'l'his task force believes that specializatim in mrsiB] i;ractice is an integral. 
part ex the sccpe ex mrsi.BJ i;ractice. Specialization as presented in this 
cmJDenf: has ~third of the ocntent devoted to it, am as a result it appears 
to be separate am apart fran the sccpe of nursin;J i;ractice. We re..nwe,d that 
specialbatiai be featured in this cbcment in a mamer that dellr:mstrates h:w it 
evolws as me •part• of tile sa:,pe of mrs~ pr:actice. In this oontext, it 
would be beneficial to describe the interlocking am cxnplementary nature of. the 
practice of the generalist and specialist. An elaboration a,. this relationship 
waold ensure that all practitimers feel a part '1 the •evo1.ution• of nursing 
and serve as an irx:entiw for generalists to seek an:J make c:pportunities for 
career p:ogress throagb career ladders, etc., therefore fulfilling the ultimate 
goal of I&tient care. 
An Analysis d. Nursilg: A Social Pollq Statm::nt, 
Cabinet m Buaan Rights 
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We believe that the ratic::mle wic:h is presented for special i zat:ion in nursing 
places tCJo lll1Ch erpiasis C11 the needs d the mrse. This task force believes 
that the need for specializaticn emanates fraa the needs d. society rather 
than the needs and interests d 1mses them9etlws. . 1'bile this is inplied in 
the d:x.'!lnent, we believe it needs to be mpms,za;t mre. If these scx:i.etal 
health needs did not exist, there ll0IJld be m need for specializatiai in 
JmsinJ. The mrses• interests am desires &> not (Eecipitate specializa.-
tiai. The necessity to m;iutre lmcllledge atamd society's specific health 
care needs forces srec:falizatiai within the health i;rofessicn3. RursiD3 
educatim needs to be clear1y addressed. 
IMPiaEHrATICB 
We believe that precipitous efforts t:o iDplement Nursirg: A Soci a1 Policy 
Statement 1DB!J t;rCJIDte disunity c11aJJ nurses, and that the needs to 
seriaml.y amsider a review and revisicn a: the cb::nnent pr:ior to aiggesting 
inplementatiai strategies. We remind j0U of the backlash AN& receiwd amn3 
tbe 1965 Pcsitiai Statement ai Entry Into Practice. Initially, there was 
limited IEgative feedback bit as the msses becane ·aware d. this <b:ment, it 
created furor. This task force beliews that tha;e in the ranks of mr~ are 
unaware of this ax:unent, alX1 mless tberJ can te brooght aia,g am penuaded to 
accept am ent>race the beliefs espoused in this dconent, a great deal more 
educating will. need to take place in order to effect •tmit_y" c111C1DJ mrses. 
This task force believes that the pmpcse and soc:ial signi ficarx:e t1 this 
dccllnent sh:luld be stated mxe clearly. Is the ax,nent: written for the 
nursing pr:ofessim and all nursing pr:actitiooers? Will the docllnent help the 
pJblic to dewlq> a better m:1erstanding of what nursiDJ does? If the 
OOCllllent is written for the benefit <:I. all nursiD:) J;Eactiticmers am the 
pJblic, we believe the~ needs to be less qmisticated. We also 
believe that the mrse generalist will not view this cbcanent as cm per-
taining to her p:actice bit rather of ccm!l'!l au.y to mrse em:a1:tXs and 
intellectuals. 
The organizatim of the a:x:anent seems alltitward and will seem D>re so to these 
individuals who haw not been imolved intiDately with nursinrJ at a natiaJal 
level. We suggest placing the historical perspectiw first and p:,ss:ibJy 
folladng the organization suggested en pl9e 29, paragraphs 2 and 3. 
There is a need to define tems (i.e. values) am/or include a glossary and to 
use these definitims 021Sistently thraighout the (b::anent. In aaliticn, 
there is DUCh repetitiai thrcogbout ICbich tiles not necesearily clarify or 
enhance the of words and ideas. There seems to be sae cbrioasly 
ccnflicting stat:enents within the cmment, ancVor statements wic:h oonfl ict 
with other JR. publications. The pl>Jicatim should be rerieted for 
cm:urrence with existing ANfl. po1 icies and tbe bihliograp;iy expatwled to cite 
these policies. 
An Analysis of Nursinq:: J). Social P9ligy Stat.anent, 
Cabi~ m Btmn Bights 
Page 5 
'!be task force suggests that 'l'fttllllCSR lock at the generalist am specializa-
tion aecticms aDd autline bow they int.erlock: then develop enablinJ mechanisms 
to keep mrses in the syst:aa. 
We ilelleve it is cmcial that the i;racticing mrse view this ~:nent as one 
pert.aininJ to her p:act.ice. If Ml canrot achieve ccnsensus by the majority 
of the practicing mrses, half the battle is lost. Without the carbined 
anc1 efforts of all nurses, the e901.utionary p:ocess er. the Social 
Pol.icy Sbr!:ererr. is baper.ad before it begins. If we lock at the n.u:sin:J 
pEofeesian talay and accept tbe directicn ex this d?oJDeN: for the future, then 
the logic:a1. nezt step is to carefully ocnsider and 111:bllize all af these 
in:liviomls m:, vill be affected by the IIDVwwwt. These lndiviiluals mo will be 
affect:ed mst view this evoluti.amy p:ocess as a p:,aitive cme am JIIJSt feel a 
part « that awtsEUt. 
flu.a task farce believes that a recpest for feer:back frcm the 11.1rsing C'C»-
amity stnJld be e11p1&9ized in the intrcduction. If the intent is b:> receive 
feal:eck, the resp:::,sw to ttlE!' ~nent need to be closely mom.tared. We fear 
sq, practitimmJ vill believe tbis scx::ia1 pol.icy statement is a fait aon11;al.i 
fz:all llbicb they haw! been emcJuaed.. If there is lack of a :mechanisn for input 
this fear vill cnl.y be reinfomed. The task force reccmnends that: the fo1.lowirJJ 
sttategies be or:::nsiderea in an efftlrt to ac:bieve tbe above: 
2. 
3. 
4. 
s. 
InclUIJe in the <bi:lrent a rE!llp!St. for feedback fran: practitioners, and 
deve1q, sea aetta,,i• for synthesizing thcBe responses to be used 
fat CDB~ticn in tbe rerisicn, 
1Jae flle Allerlcan Horse as a ftllicJe for receiving respcmes am 
~1 be the Pe)pd Pr00ess to cSllat.e oomems, identify key issues 
am m achieve a:mesus. 
Pmride q;,pcrtmities at the state level for i;roridmj infocaation 
ma seeking feerb!dt througb such mec:hanislls as f'onas, regioml 
meetings, etc. 
Jle9Jest a review and sallcit feecl>ack fraa specific gr(qa, i.e. 
o:-:ntt:y Beal.th Rursing Division of the American Public Health 
As90ciatim. 
Bwpwd ~esent:aticn en the task force to be more inclosive of. B.A. 
grmates, et!mic llincrities and culturally diverse practitioners. 
lie believe~ sfnriJar to these listed above are necessary to make 
tbe mrsing amarl.ty mare that each mrse has been considered within the 
scoped. mrsing tractioe, and a sincere atbelp: has been lllilde to include~/ 
hfa in the evolut:iai af tbifl mc,went: which describes the sccpe of nursia] 
practice. 
An Analysis of Nursing: A Social P9llgy Statemeat, 
Cabinet 0n Hman .Rights Page 6 
tm'URB All> saa a, RJRSDG PR11CrICB 
1be task force beliews that this section is p:imarily a i£0CeSS stateaut. anc1 
in Older tx> effectiwly explicate what rmrsinlJ i;ract:ioe is, infomatim needs to 
· be citied Wlicb addresses the cxmtent af mrsing p:actice. 
Nursing is nxe than a I,Eactice discipline, it is also an •intellectual• 
discipline and this slD.11.d be eq;basized in the tb::aDent. '?be nature af the 
nursiD] professicm mandates that n.u:ses attend to the pd Josqidcal well being 
of patients and i;rori.de •bol.is~ care. 'If rurses acoept •1,n11w- and 
operationalize it into their practice, they vill rec0131'1ize and aitiress tbcse 
differa1CeS illbich exist amr:mg clients. Nurses also have a right to have 
aarledge about different cultural groups. Fw:Uerame, the <XO:etA- af bolislll 
legitimizes 1uan rights ocmems. Stratification ooes mt alter the cxaw 
of bolisa. The statement sb.'xild articulate what p,aitive actirm mrsing can 
take to ensure bolistic and mllaborative efforts bebeen clients and p:ofes-
sia>al s~ Several stateneots which recagnize the Dul.ticaltural nature « 
society should be included. We reaw-•-d that an additimaJ statraent be 
added tx> the list cm page 10 such as Ill. "Hman respooses to rrn-sugpr:tJDJ 
enrirament:s (i.e. eccn:mic, social, cultural,. Pll,.itical, ~) • • A 
glassary 1QJ1d be useful. 
S&l!l.Plt'S 
We rEaiiiiiEu.i the fa1.1.owin:J sr,ecific changes in Sectims II and III as identifled 
below: 
p. 8 
p. 14 
p. 17 
Legislatiai derives fraa the axrlal 0C1it.r:a..t 
IOE:t, -
• Qange /Data O,JJecti.ay' to CaUectim af Data Abcat: Health Status 
Phencllleni 
• VI change bis tD bis/her 
• Brackets which indicate ftiel:act in the 1D3e1. sbanld be 110Ee defined 
(i.e. there slnJ1.d be a locp frca evaluat:im to data mlJectiai 
• Diagra sbould reflect "ml 1-,. and axrlal cad at in llbic::h client 
fmctions1 as picture! here, the client is vieied as a statjc c:bject 
• Diagra sbruld reflect inter:~icn d: meses with other 
pmfessicnals 
• (Bxpmd title « figure 2 to read "alaracteristic:s « the Scope d. 
Ruming Practice • it Relates to Ruming Pnlctice) 
An Analysis er. Harshg: A &rial Pal.icy statement" 
C!bioet- en Kman lligbts 
p. lB Paragri!pl 3 
Page 7 
• Delete •maJ.tere:f' and add •specl.fically addresses;• frane this 
stataent in the p:,sitbe 
• Define scope er. mrsing iractice 
p. 19 
• Lacie of a mechanism for stratification ~ocess Mli.ch is Dl.11ti-
diaensiaal based upon clients/care need 
p. 22 • If there is a need for specialization this should be highlighted, 
i.e. social needs 
• If mrses have smial resp011sibility that :tesp.xisibility should 
also include fellow n.irses 
p. 23 Pargarapb 3 
• Are <nq?etbcles of graduate mrses really spelled out? 
p. 23 Paragrapi 4 
• "1'be tem •gate1ceeper• has an •emtusion• connotation, especially for 
mincrity people. This word cb:>ice does not enharx:e the real · 
pur:poee of the clx,JOent: 
• • There shJuld be adequate assessment er. social 00l'1teXt 
p.27 Paragrapi 4 
• "Professiaal. organizatims do mt initiate trends• is oontrary to 
the purpe er. a sooi al policy statement-this statement negates 
mrsing' s responsibility to effect c:ibm;Je 
p. 28 , 12 
• 'l'bis might be bett.er pirased to indicate that nursing faculty haw 
respcxisibllity for planniB.:J, dictated~ society's need 
• This entire section puts t.oo nuch aptaSis ai miiversities 
p. 30 
• fte CD1Clusim shJuld include a synthesis ex those ideas included in 
the Serial Policy Statement 
• 1'be statement: sboul.d include strategies to recogniR the Jllllti-
caltural nature ex society and slnJld operaticnali2 the caD:pt of 
8boJ:f-.• 
An Analysis er. RmsiJg: A SOcial Policy Stat nt:, 
Cabinet m Bman Rights 
l»INITIQII C1l! 9Mlll:lt:rli:'.• 
'l'be 1«11:d •mfmrity,• as osed in this paper, is based up:ll1 tbe definition 
developed am act:,pted by the Cabinet m Bman Rights in Septelllber 1980, •tbcee 
persons lll!X> are lft1ble to take advantage ex existing social, cultural, and 
ecoranlc cpportunities because d. SJSbawti.c discriminat:icn, ezclusion ma 
ahddgement of rights libether covert c:r overt m the tasis ex race, creed, 
color, sex_, lifest.yle, i:nysical dlsabil ity or age.• 
'l'be task force recx,gnizes tbe serious liaitaticm and clisarwanl ages to miDJ 
this texm: laever" it is used here in lieu CE a better wacd. '1'be task force 
wculd choose amther wrxd" if it easts, or: invent: rm tea.me ex the 
fa1.loring reasons: U) definitian i'Jll)l ies that the aus is en the 
recipients of society's injustices, rather tban tbe :iJllpact: CE these injusticea 
m tbaee individuals: (2) 1'be task fClE0e is o:n::erned about the less tmn eqaal. 
c:aaDta.tion that the traditional definition ex the IUd carries: 
Cl) The task force also believes tbe wrd is a •isrraec tlbE!D used to define the 
aggregate of these groaps E!lt)odiecJ in the atiove definitial: (4) "Hincxity' over 
the past two decades has been a IIXd used to refer to peqlle f:£ color, uni-
versally, while tbe reality is that tbese groaps o:ap:ise so percent d. the 
world Pl."" ation. 
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FROM: 
DATE: 
GEORGIA NURSES ASSOCIATION, INC. 
n,z WOT f'CACffTRl:'11' 11TRltE'r, N.w~ ATLANTA, GA. »O>OI 
PHONE, IH•J 
Jean Steel, M.S., R.N.C. 
Chairper.son, Cabinet on Nursing Practice 
Mary Long~resident, Georgia Nurses Association 
June 12, 1984 
RE: nThe Report of the Task Force on Nursing: A Social 
Policy Statement" 
----------------------------------------------------------------
The GNA Board of Directors has asked me to convey their concerns 
regarding "The Report of the Task Force on Nursing: A Social Policy 
Statement,n that was sent to SNA's for consideration. 
I am attaching two letters of concern from the unit of Nurse 
Practitioners and two members of the Association. 
The GNA Board asks that the Cabinet on Nursing Practice consider all 
of the concerns that are addressed in these letters. 
Within the next month, additional concerns will be addressed by 
various units on nursing of the GNA and these will be forwarded to 
the Cabinet. 
CONSTIT~ENT OF TH£ AMERICAN NUR,SES ASSOCIATION, INC. 
-
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its positive aspects. To dwell on such a minor i.ssue vhcn. 
··nursing is faced with more global concerns such as the physician-
controlled health care systems. and the inequities of financing 
and human resources in health care, does a disservice to the 
major tenets of The Social Policy Statement. 
3. The Task Force recommends.that •the reimbursement objective 
should not be payment for nursing performance of llledical-acts.• 
This seems inconsistent with The Social Policy Statement which 
acknowledges (p.16) that there are •meeting points at which 
nursing extends its practice into the domains of other profes•-
sions.11'· ·and that •all of the health care professions interact •••• 
and in some degree overlap in their activities.• The implica€2on 
of the Task.For~e report is that nursing and medical activities 
are always separate and distinguishable.· On the contrary. The 
Social Policy Statement asserts that "A statement of the scope 
of nursing ought not to limit the boundary or fix the inter-
sections of nursing with other professions, but should allow for 
expansion and flexibilit~.• Restriction of reimbursement to 
those activities found in a taxonomy of nursing diagnoses does 
not promote expansion and flexibility in nursing pratice and 
does a disservice to nursing specialists•-at the growing edge 
of the profession. In order for consumers to have :maximal access 
to nursing care, all aspects of care delivered l>y nurses, h-. .. 
eluding •tasks and activities• should be reiaflursed. Further, 
the Task Force report states: 
•zt is understood that in emergency srtuations, in same 
practice settings, and in some urban and rur~1 areas under• 
served by the health care system, some nurses prepared to do so 
carry out selected conventionally -.edical tasks with appropriate 
medical and nursing policy sanctions, support and controls.• 
This implies that the only segments of t~e population which 
should benefit from the services of nurses vJi.ose expanded roles 
may include •conventionally -.edical tasks• are the emergency 
c1ient and the underserved. 
4. Finally, ve have some difficulty wi:th strategy 
tB.4. The wording should that short-ten conttnutng 
education pr~grams for nurse practittoners b"e phasea·oµt gradually, 
·.·rather than dis-continued, t:o allow t:tae for sucll programs- to be · 
incorporated into graduate 1eve1 curricula. 
~ENT o·PTICE AIIEIHCAN •~ ~IATICMI. IIIC. 
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June 1, 1984 
Jean Steel, MS, RB, C, Chairperson 
Cabinet on Nursing Practice 
American Nurses Association 
2420 Pershing Road 
Xansas City, MO 64108 
Dear Ms. Stee1: 
The Nurse Practitioner Conference Group of the Georgia 
Nurses Association has received and reviewed the report of the 
Task Force on Nursing: A Social Policy Statement, dated March 
20, 1934. We found the report not as helpful as expected for 
ANA structural units for two reasons: 
1. Most of the strategies refer to a very small premise in The 
Social Policy Statement. 
2. Some of the assumptions and strategies are not consistent 
with The Social Policy Statement. 
"J'o elaborate: 
1. The reference point for Goal 2, p.6, ~Promotion of unity in 
nursing in a basic and common approach to pr_actice• is unclear. 
There is a statement in The Social Policy Statement on page 7, 
describing working relationships in health care, which states, 
•Nursing must recognize and assess •••• re1ationships within 
nursing •••• • This premise is not further elaborated, and we 
feel that the promotion of Goal 2 as the major source of 
implementation strategies for The Social Polic~ Statement is 
misguided .• 
2. Comparing the •sometimes contentious groups in nursing• to 
tribes within a species is neither appropriate nor helpful. 
Diversity in nursing in Georgia has been and continues to be 
a positive force. Through the collective efforts of diverse 
groups, sometimes with differing opinions, we have effected 
progressive health legislation and broadened the scope of nursing 
practice in our state. 7mproved health ·care options for 
consumers bas been one of the visible results of this alliance. 
Any problems caused by this diversity are far out weighed by 
(Over) 
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In conclusion, while ve recognize the vork vhieh has gone 
into the preparation of this rsport, it· is of liaited value to us 
because of its narrow scope. Our hope is that it could be expanaed 
to reflect the major premises of The Social Po1icy Stateaent, with 
consideration given to the points of disagreement which ve have 
outlined. 
SM:mm 
cc: GNA Commission Chairs 
ANA Board of Directors 
SNA Presidents 
Sincere1y, 
Susan McConnel1, HS, RR, C 
Chairperson 
Hurse Practitioner Conference Group 
SNA Nurse Practitioner Specialty Group Chairs 
CONsTITUENTOFTNE AIIDIICAN NUIISES ASSGCIATIOII",, me:: 
May 24, 1984 
Dear Colleague, 
GA. Nu~~ A..~N~ This letter is to draw your attention to "The Report of tne-~ 
Task Force on Nursing: A Social Policy Statement", distributed 
from Jean Steele, Chairperson of the Cabinet on Nursing Practice. 
It is our hope that the House of Delegates will closely examine 
this Social Policy Statement at its June meeting in New Orleans 
and as a consequence of that examination send it to a n~w 
committee for massive revision. 
We believe that in its current form the Social Policy 
Statement will serve to further divide nursing, decrease its 
effectiveness as a cohesive body, and, if implemented, cause 
nursing to turn its back on a social mandate of the people of the 
United States. We further believe that it has the potential for 
stymieing the natural evolution of nursing as indicated by 
historical prospective. 
Many parts of the Social Policy Statement are good and can 
be effective in meeting the state's worthy objectives of serving 
to unify nursing around a shared, common, guiding framework for 
practice. However, aspects of this policy pursue one goal.and 
ignore the potential damage its recommendations do to other 
equally worthy goals. 
Goal two of the Social Policy Statement, "Promotion of Unity 
in Nursing and a Basic and Common Approach to Practic~", iho·ugh 
worthy on the surface, has, in the way it has been interpreted 
and in its instrumentation, become a weapon with a potentially 
destructive force. The definition of a "Basic and Common 
Approach to Practice" is the crux of the problem. Used as it is 
in this policy it is restrictive, exclusionary, and judgmental. 
All disciplines and professions~ thrive and grow~ enriched 
their ability support and sustain diversity ~m 61g their_ subcultural grouos. This cross-fertilization ena es the 
discipline to evolve. Narrowness, rigidity, and limitation of 
membership in the group decrease creativity and innovation. 
This Social Policy Statement, its rationale, and lts 
prescription for implementation would effectively remove from our 
midst nurse midwives, nurse practitioners, and nursing 
anesthetists. We do not wish this to happen. Quite the 
contrary, we wish for nursing a structure which enables us to 
support those whose roles are blurred with others--for out of 
this very role-blurring develops new roles for nurses and keeps 
the profession thriving and growing. Had it not been for this 
kind of role-blurring, nurses would still not use such tools as 
the thermometer, the sphygmomanometer, and the stethescope. The 
functions in which these tools are used were once solely 
physician functions. There was a ti me when nurses never used a 
monitor, never pretended to be able to read an EKG, could not 
(Over) 
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start IV's, and did not suction patients. Because the legitimate 
lines between and among health care providers blur due to our 
common purposes, nto increase the level of heal th of people", a 
major focus for each group can be adopted. But strict lines of 
demarcation will stop the natural evolution of the d1sc1pline. 
In order to adopt a basic and common approach to practice 
one would need to adopt a basic and unifying theory of nursing. 
The dang:ers in this are selfevident and all major nursing 
theorists have advised against it. In the rationale for this 
goal, the Social Policy Committee develops a frank attack on our 
colleagues who are nurse practitioners. This committee seems to 
set itself up as judge and disciplinarian and states on page 7 of 
its report (to which we have supplied the emphasis): 
.-- .. 
"Up to a point, diversity is a constructive response to 
social change and increased professional capabilities. 
The sometimes contentious groups within nursing can be 
compared to tribes w1th1n a species. Tribes that deny 
the species do so at their own peril: the denial 
impairs the evolution of the species." 
They continue with a quote from Gardner to further chastise our 
colleagues by saying: 
"Just as excessive individual pride must tempered.by 
the larger context in which our strivings occur, so a 
compulsive sense of purpose must be curbed... There is 
a time to seize and a time to loosen one's grasp, a 
time for effort and a time for repose ••• Purpose is a 
consequence of biological vitality, but purposefullness 
without limits can destroy. The moment comes when the 
striving must let up, when wisdom says 'Be Quiet'." 
This statement may or may not be true. But it assumes that the 
diversity in nursing: 
(l} is not constructive; 
(2) is built on an igno%ance of our common mission, 
roots, and responsibilities; 
(3) is contentious; 
(4) denies the species; and 
(5) will impair the evolution of the species. 
All these assumptions lack documentation and are at odds 
with our perception of reality and the perception of many of our 
colleagues. 
We have not seen the tribes within our midst denying the 
species. In fact, quite the converse is true. we see these 
tribes as active, committed nurses, bent on the preservation of 
the species and the development of that s9ecies to its highest 
potential. Sometimes it is these very tribes that lead the whole 
species forward. 
=}t7 
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Gardner was obviously chosen to bolster a position already 
taken. Ne would prefer a quote from Margaretta Styles' on 
Nursing: Toward a New Endowment, one of the finest most 
thought-provoking oooks by a niiise on nursing of the' '80 •s. 
Styles states at pp. 231-233 (emphasis again being provided): 
nNURSINGS ONIOUENESS IS 
less that we hold exclusive territory and not that 
we are immune from functional redundancy, but 
THAT NURSING, 
and nursing alone among the health fields, 
IS INCLUSIVE. 
And patients need inclusivity, perhaps above all 
else, 
in our fragmented, mechanistic, superspecialized 
world. 
If we believe in our name and the moral commitment 
that accompanies it, then we must preserve these broad 
dimensions: this requires a recommitment to our 
Nightingale origins. We must not retreat from 
hospitals and extended care facilities into the 
community. We must not relinquish technology for 
sociology and anthropology. We must not abdicate 
management responsibilities for a narrow 
individualistic definition of nursing. We must not 
abandon 24-hour, 365-day nursing for personal 
convenie_nce and a misguided view of professional 
prerogative. 
On the contrary, we must enlarge our authority in 
health policy and administration. Nhere health care is 
public, we must have a strong hand in governance; where 
health care is private, we must have a strong hand in 
ownership--in both instances striving for the best care 
at reasonable social and personal cost. 
Moveover, our clinical hand must be strengthened. 
New and •expanding" roles, such as those of nurse 
practitioner !.!!,2 clinical speciaTist, undoubtedly 
represent~ resoonse the need for additional nursing 
knowledge and skills and indicate in a true sense the 
need for an expanded education, resear~ and power 
for professional practice.n --
The committee•s quotation of a part of Dr. Styles' book {pp. 
138-142) to support condemnation of "expanded rolesn seems out of 
context and not at all within the intent of her main point that 
it is "axiomatic" that nursing must maintain one all-embracing 
professional society. And, as a major expression of our sense of 
collectivity, we are called to joip and participate in that 
society as well as-in other organizat1ons that may appeal to and 
reflect our special interest (p. 140). It takes real imagination 
to perceive Dr. Styles as supporting exclusivity, as not 
supporting diversity of roles, and as supporting the 
(Over) 
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excommunication of all who differ. Indeed, Dr. Styles• whole 
book is a rallying cry to the profession, a_ plea for unity in our 
diversity, a challenge to chart our own way within our social 
responsibility. The committee's isolated quotation to support 
the contrary is an example of how text taken out of context can 
be pretext. 
Margaret Sanger was buried by nursing in embarrassment for 
years. She haa the courage to be different, and she had the 
courage to lead the fight for what has now become a natural area 
for nursing practice. If we follow the guide! ines laid down in 
this Nursin9 Policy statement, the likes of Margaret Sanger would 
be east out and we would never know where the nursing pioneers of 
today and tomorrow might lead us. 
This Social Policy Statement comes to us under the guise of 
unity toward becoming a profession. In scholarly fashion it 
maintains that professionalism will never be achieved until we 
achieve autonomy. Friends and colleagues, harken to Florence 
Nighingale, wbo cautioned us in Notes~ Nursing to listen to the 
voices from within, for the voices from without would mislead us. 
Again to quote or. Styles (p. 74): 
•First, I advanced the notion that casting nursing's 
destiny within the classical lists of criteria for a 
profession has profited us very little, if at all. the 
professionalism ideal has come under attack in recent 
years as too self-serving in its motivation and too 
traditional in its appro~ch. But my chief reason for 
suggesting that we move beyond it to another model is 
that I find it inadequate and simplistic for this day 
and age. It is reactive, rather than active; it forces 
us to fashion ourselves after an outside, and possibly 
outmoded, image. Further, it centers on the character 
of the profession and not of its members." 
We fully agree with Dr. Styles. We should proceed toward 
our own self-conceived destiny and not still adhere to external 
criteria that lnaf ei~lude oux natu,al en~lYijiVene~~, 
It seems plain to us that the Social Policy Committee 
~non~eQ itl tllk r,om ~ev~loplnq Q ~QCial policy statement ana 
guidelines to that of judge, jury, and prosecutor of those whose 
practice in any way role-blurs with the practice of our 
collllQU&R in th@ othAr hAAlth ~1ro DfOfAgaion~. 
on page 4, nursing is defined as "the dia9nosis and 
tr@a~men~ of human raaponsea to ae~ual or po~en~lal heal~h 
problems•. There is nothing in this definition that is 
incompatible with the role of the nurse midwife, the nurse 
praeti tioner, or th@ nurso anesthetist. tn £act:, the very 
wording of the definition, "diagnosis and treatment", is taken 
from medical practice. 
_Nursing fs regulated by sta~e. law, and no state nursing 
prat1ce act with which we are fam1l1ar removes nursing practice 
from some measure !a!.!. deoendent relationship with physicians. 
As admirable as the goal is for autonomy, in reality and for the 
forE:seeable future, within certain limitations and among other 
duties, nurses are responsible for implementing physician-
generated diagnostic and treatment plans. Why choose nurse 
practitioners£ midwives, and anesthetists to excommunicate when· 
!!e~I_nurs! .!! bound ~7aw to a phyaieian-domina~ed and 
pbys1c1an-gatekeeper system ,2f health care? 
we would do better to spend our energies in trying ~o alter 
the health-care system, but nowhere in the Social Policy 
Statement is there a call for a concerted attack on the system, 
·which is one of the few in the world that enabl, the physician to 
be the total and sole gatekeeper for all health care. It is the 
system that makes health care expensive, inefficient, and in many 
ways ineffe~tive. But, as is true of most oppressed groups, 
nurses find lt easier to turn th@ir anger inward and to attack 
itself. By so doing we merely delay facing the problem that is 
the is~ue: The fight for ~utonomy for nursing is a good figbt--
the t 19~t for autonomy is a necessary fight, We can best 
accomplish autonomy by focusing on the system that prohibits 
nurse autonomy, not on elements in nursing that are the victims 
of legal curtailment. 
On page 8, the task force states: 
•1n regard to reimbursement for nursing, the objectives 
should be payment for nursing diagnosis and treatment. 
This entails continued refinement of nursing diagnosis !n relation to h~man responses, and their incorporation 
into a taxonomy(1es) as warranted by experience. 
The reimbursement objective should not be payment 
tor nursing performance of medical acts . . Identification of medical acts within nurse practice 
acts jeopardizes nursing•s ability to regulate itself 
a& it m"it dQ to ,ema1n a PIOfession. Suen 
identification also subjects nursing practice to 
medical authority and nurses to the risk of medical as 
we11 01 nuI8ing malpractice or neglig1nco 1llo~1tion1. 
Further, it tends to perpetrate the outmoded task-and-
activity orientation of nursin9 practice.• 
The task force obviously perceives the reimbursement for 
nursing a~ an e.i ther/or, p1:opo&i tion; either it i& done for 
ftura!no d1agnos1s anc:1 treat:ment or it Ts done for ~edically 
related diagnosis and treatment. Itseems to our advantage to be 
able to have payment and reimbursement for nursin9 and practice 
whather there b& medically related aspects or not. Why must we, 
of all groups, support a self-imposed, restrictive perception of 
(Over) 
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reimbursable nursing practice? Especially when one of our goals 
must obviously be recognition of nursing to the extent that its 
role and functions are reimbursable through third party payment·s. 
Page 8 continues.with a statement of exceptions that are 
•understood", such as in emergency situations, in some practice 
settings, and in underserved health care systems. Why those 
exceptions? If it is good for emergency situations and for urban 
and rural underserved areas, does this mean that the middle-
class, wealthy, non-emergency situation person does not deserve 
the benefit of our services? Research has proved that clients, 
once exposed to nurse practitioners and midwives, often request 
and prefer them for health problems that are not acute. It 
leaves us puzzled why our Social Policy Statement would make 
·exceptions for certain people only. 
We wish to draw attention to the fact that this whole area 
of the Social Policy Statement is written on the assumption that 
nurse practice acts must use a task-and-activity orientation of 
nursing practice in order to cover those blurred areas of 
medical-nursing practice most encountered by nurse practitioners, 
nurse midwives, and nurse anesthetists. This is simply not a 
valid assumption. Again, we believe our energy is misplaced: 
Why not develop a new nurse practice act that does not perpetrate 
the outmoded task-and-activity orientation of nursing practice 
and yet incorporates all our colleagues in nursing? 
We particularly direct your attention to the remark that 
such identification "of medical acts within nurse practice acts, 
subjects nursing practice to medical authority and nurses to the 
risk of medical as well as nursing malpractice or negligence." 
That statement still assumes that the identification of medical 
acts with nurse practice acts by task-and-activity orientation is 
the model that will be used. If we base our practice decisions 
and professional growth decisions on fear of malpractice and 
negligence suits, we will be timid and hesitant in the adoption 
of new roles. 
In conclusion, federal funding patterns, which usually set 
the tone for the direction of nursing, indicate that nurse 
practitioners and nurse midwives are a bona fide aspect of the 
health care delivery system. These nurses have the support of 
the American people through their duly .elected representatives in 
the Congress, and they are a major wedge in the fight of the 
American people against medical monopoly. If we do not remain 
attentive to the social needs that cause new areas of nursing to 
come into being, and if we do not work to support, regulate, 
direct, and guide the development of these new groups without 
curtailing their growth or excommunicating them from the 
of nuising, we will plant the seeds for our own 
destruction. 
On this basis, and with the intent of pursuing both unity 
and autonomy for nursing, we respectfully request that you help 
to defeat goal 2, including rationale and implementation plan of 
#7 
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the Social Policy Statement of January 1984p and that the task of 
formulating a social policy statement be remanded to a different 
committee for major revisions that will focus on unity through 
support of or subcultural groups and alteration of our health 
care system. 
;J;L~ 
Em Olivia Bevis, RN, MA, FAAN 
Head, Department of Nursing 
eo ia Southern lege 
Charlene Hanson, , MSN, FNP-C 
Director, Family Nurse Practitioner 
Program 
Assistant Professor 
Georgia Southern College 
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